Abstract. In this paper, we consider a conjecture made by Murthy to the effect that a CQ f"l Qo matrix is positive semidefinite (PSD) and show that the conjecture is true for n x n matrices of rank 1 or 3 x 3 matrices that are not in Q. We also consider the class of Pi-matrices which is a subclass of Qo and obtain the following: for A 6 Pi , if A S CQ and A £ Q, then A is PSD; if A 6 C{ and A € Q, then A is PSD for n < 3 and A isn't PSD for n > 3.
Introduction
The linear complementarity problem (LCP) with data A G R nxn and q € R n involves finding a vector z E R n such that z > 0, q + Az > 0 and z T (q + Az) = 0.
LCP has numerous applications, both in theory and practice, treated by vast literature (see [l] ). A number of matrix classes have been defined in connection with LCP. We shall briefly introduce the concepts and notation required for presentation of the results of this paper. For most of other notion, we shall follow that used in [1] . For any positive integer n, write n = {1,2, • • •, n}, and for any subset a of n, write a = n\a. Consider A £ R nxn .
If a C n such that detA aa ^ 0, then the matrix M defined by
and will be denoted by p a (A). Note that a PPT is defined only with respect to those a for which det.A aa ^ 0. By convention, when a = 0, detA Qa = 1 and M = A (see [l] ). Whenever we refer to PPTs, we mean the ones which are well defined.
A aa is a Qo-matrix for all a C n; (4) a Po-matrix, if detA aa > 0 for all a C n; (5) a Pi-matrix, if the principal minors of A are nonnegative, exactly one of which is zero; (6) a PSD-matrix (positive semidefinite matrix), if x T Ax > 0 for every x G .R n ; (7) a Co-matrix, if x T Ax > 0 for every x > 0; (8) a CQ-matrix, if every PPT of A is a Co matrix.
By ft we denote the set of all f2-matrices, where fI denote a class of matrix in Definition 1.
REMARK 1 (see [1] , [2] ). If A belongs to any of Cff, Q 0 , Q, PSD, Pi, then every PPT of A is also in the same class.
Murthy (see [2] ) introduced the class of CQ-matrices and obtained that CQ n Qo-matrices are Po-matrices which contain PSD-matices.
In [3, 4] , Murthy proved that bisymmetric CQ PI Qo-matrices as well as 2 x 2 CQ H QQmatrices are PSD and raised the following conjecture.
Murthy's conjecture: Suppose
In [5] , Murthy showed that CQ fl Qo-matrices are sufficient. This belongs to a series of results showing that CQ fl Qom atrices and PSD matrices have many properties in common. So they raised the conjecture as an open problem. In [6] , Mohan presented a counterexample to this conjecture. In this article, we present some sufficient conditions to this conjecture, settle the open problem.
Main results
In [3] , Murthy proved the conjecture is true when n = 2. In this article, we assume n > 3. For the sake of completeness, we state relevant portions of some known theorems.
LEMMA 1 (see [3] ). 
Proof.
It suffices to prove the 'if' part. Here we consider two cases: A has a zero diagonal entry or A has no zero diagonal entry.
Case ( It is the PPT of A corresponding to a = {4}, {2,4}, {3,4}, {2,3,4}.
The copositivity of matrices A and M can be demonstrated by an analysis of the corresponding quadratic forms which can be rewritten as follows: Now, considering the class of Pi-matrices which is a subclass of Qo (from Lemma 2). We have: We only need to prove A G Cq.
X T AX
= x\ + X2X4 + (X3 -X4) 2 . So A G Co-For other fourteen PPTs of A, we can verify them in turn and obtain that every PPT of A is a Co-matrix. So A G C } Q n Pi n Q. But selecting x T = (1,1, -2, -2), then x T Ax = -1 < 0. A isn't PSD.
